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Abstraet - Tbis paper proposes an instrument allowing tbe
accurate cbaracterization of tbe energetic distribution of a
given source at a distant plane positioned at will. Tbis is
acbieved by measuring tbe 6gbt pattero leaving tbe source
by applying deflectometric tecbniques and pbotometric
measurements, and tben applying raytracing algoritbms in
order to propagate tbis distribution to a distant plane. Tbe
tecbniques allow a very compact setup, and a prototype of
tbe optomecbanical system bas been implemented and tested.
Tbe system is intended to substitute tbe pbotometric tunnels
now in use for testing, for instance, automotive reflectors.

1.IN1RODUCTION

Present-day extended souree testing intrumentation usually
are long-distanee (nominally, 10m) tunnels where an
extended souree is plaeed at one edge of the tunnel and the
resolting photometrie response is measured at the opposite
wall. Manufaeturers using extended sourees (from lamp or
LED refleetors to automotive lighting) need earrying sueh
instruments to a distant setup. The problem may be
relevant in, for instanee, prototype testing, where the
prototype needs to be earried to a distant installation in
order to evaluate its response.

From the work developed by our group in the past years,
both on deflectometrie measurements of optieal quality
surfaees [1] and photometrie simolations on extended
sourees [2] , the possibility of building a goniometrie
instrument with the eapability of measuring
simoltaneously both the outeoming wavefront from the
souree and its photometrie distribution arose. Sueh an
instrument may take advantage of raytraeing and energetie
flux propagation teehniques [3].

In the following Sections, the measurement proeedure will
be deseribed in a Measuring PrincipIe seetion. Next, the
typieal measuring arrangement will be presented in an
Experimental Setup seetion. A short instroduction to the
data proeessing operations will be given in an speeifie
seetion, prior to presenting the experimental resolts
obtained up to date in the prototype setup for a 10W
halogen lamp energetie distribution at aplane distant 10m.
Finally, the future works in the system will be presented
and the eonclusions from the work at this stage.
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As a eombination of defleetometrie, photometrie and
raytraeing teehniques is the basis of the measurement, the
basis of eaeh teehnique will be introdueed in an
independent manner.

A. Dej1ectometric Techniques

Defleetometrie teehniques are based on the simultaneous
measurement of the position and slope of a bundle of rays.
Typieal applieations involve topographie profiles of
wavefronts emerging from optieal systems, from whieh
surfaee profiles may be extraeted, or the involved optieal
system eharaeterised. So, the resolt of the measurement
will be the determination of the slope (u,v) of a set of rays
at a given point (x,y), where the sampling ofthe wavefront
has been performed. This means the resolt of the
deflectometrie measurement is a set of four values for eaeh
of the rays involved.

Camera objective Array CCD
(set at infimty) (at focal plane)

Auxiliary ray

~...._.

Incident ray

r
Reference Une

(absolut position known)
Slope of reflectéd ray
along the X axis (u)

Fig.1 Defleetometrie measurement of slope and position

The slope measurement is aehieved by registering the 1ight
pattem behind a diaphragm p1aeed at a known position
whieh fIXes the (x,y) data using an objeetive foeused at
infmity whieh allows performing slope measurements on
the CCD array plaeed at the foeal plane of the objective
(fig.1).

This means the u term (the slope in the X axis direetion),
will be given by an expression as simple as

Ax
u=n - (1)

x f'
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where nx is the pixel number ftom the center of the array,
Ax is the pixel size along the X axis and f' the effective
focallength of the objective. Measurements of v would be
equivalent along Y axis.

An important issue to be adressed is an adequate sampling
of the emission of the source. This means positioning the
camera in enough positions of the emitted field of the
camera so as to obtain a smooth representation of the
emission.

B. Inclusion of energetic features

The natural way to include the energetic distribution in the
measured waveftont was the measurement of the energetic
contribution of each of the rays measured by the
deflectometric technique. This introduces a fifth
"coordinate" for each ray describing the luminous flux it
carries, yielding a (x,y,u,v,F) description for the bundle of
rays. For our prototype, the flux value is extracted ftom the
gray value present in the pixel in the CCD array where
the ray slope is measured.

Obviously, at this point relevant assumptions regarding
energetic measurements need be performed in the
prototype. A rigorous calibration procedure of the CCD
and the A/D conversors (in the camera and in the ftame
grabber) need be performed in order to obtain absolute flux
measurements ftom the gray-Ievel digitized signal.
Additional problerns, such as the calibration unstability in
time and the limited range of the detector need be studied
and addressed.

Obviously, the smootbness in the photometric distribution
of the emitted field need be taken into account when
deciding the sampling density, in order to consider all the
relevant effects in the source (filament shape, for
instance). In aditon, the digitization level of the source
needs be considered as the amount of truncated
information may be important if the level of digitization
used is too low.

C. Propagation

So, the application may characterize adequately the
emitted light distribution of the source at a set of positions,
by setting up a five data set for a selected bundle of rays.
The fmal step is ray and energy propagation ftom the
measured plane to a fmal surface where the photometric
distribution needs being validated.
The energy distribution on the final surface is obtained by
propagation of all the registered rays to the desired surface
using conventional raytracing techniques, available as the
slope (u,v) and position (x,y) information of each point
have been measured. Flux is also propagated along the
rays and distributed on the fmal surface in order to
calculate the fmal photometric distribution.

Again, the sampling requirements of the system implythat
the number of rays need to be high enough in orderto
obtain an adequate energetic distribution, as each
measured ray turns into an impact on the fmal surface.

... Procaaation distance

-- ---~
(x,y,u,v) (x',y',u,v)

measured calculated

Fig.2 Propagation of rays ftom the measured surface to the
final surface

3.EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The design selected for the experimental setup of suchan
instrument is a compact motorized goniometer. Thiswill
enable the combination of deflectometric and energetic
measurements required with the ease of adjusting the
sampling density at will by positioning the detectorin a
group of points in the emitted field.

(a)

Rayslope
and position

Sphereof
diaphragmpositions

(b)

Fig.3 a) Goniometer; b) Detail presenting the diaphragm
limiting the slope range

The number of slopes acquired at each position is limited
by a 2mm diameter diaphragm placed in front of the
objective, combined an appropriate selection of thesource
to diaphragm distance. It should be considered thatthe
deflectometric mesurement technique presented in eq.lis
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intrinsecally limited by the number of pixels in the CCD
array. The distance from the source to the diaphragm and
the diameter of the diaphragm are are the parameters to be
adjusted in order to set the proper sampling of the emitted
field, both in the number of acquisitions and in the control
ofthe available slope range.

Due to obvious mechanical stability reasons, it was
preferedto move the source while keeping the CCD stable.
Ibis allowed easy and precise positioning of the
diaphragmin a group of positions in the emitted field of
test(figA).

9
I

powersupply
(lightsourtI!)'--..

0001

11

(a)

(b)

FigA a)Setup layout; b)Experimental setup

The used setup is depicted schematicaIly in figure 4a and
wiIlbe described at length below. As a general overview of
the setup, an intensity source power supply feeds the
source under test, in our case a 10W halogen lamp with a
filament 6mm long. The source has been placed 114.6mm
away from the objective. A Presentco CCD camera with a
standard 16mm objective and a tailored circular
diaphragm (diameter 2 mm) registers the light pattems
ITomwhich slope and flux information from the source are
extracted.

In order to allow easy and accurate data acquisition,
movementsof the source around Z axis and Y axis have
been motorized, using two stepping motors aIlowing
angular incrementsof 10.This allowsautomatingthe
measurementso high sampling densities may be attained
minimizingerror in the acquisition.

The present instrument design covers 1200 of the angles
around Y axis and around Z azis, centered at the axis of
symmetry of the source. A set of 13 angular positions
around Y axis and 13 angular positions around Z axis (l0°
angular increments around each axis) have been acquired,
yielding 169 sampling positions in the emitted field. The
registered information is recorded and processed using an
IP8 frame-grabber digitizing at 8-bit depth yielding a
512x512 pixels image. Each of the rays from the image
provides a set of (x,y,u,v,F) values measured as described
in Section 2, which will be propagated to any desired final
surface.

In the presented experiment, a surface equivalent to that
used in photometrictests of automotive lighting has been
used, that is, the measuredenergy has been propagated to
aplane distant 10m. However, propagation might be
performedto arbitraIysurface shapesand distances.

4.EXPERIMENT AL RESUL TS

From the described setup the characterization of the
distribution of the lamp in a distant system has been
attained. A typical individualregister may be observed in
fig.5a, and the propagationof each of the rays to the final
surface is presentedin fig.5b.

... ...--
a) b)

Fig.5 a)Typical single register, b)Propagated ray pattem
at aplane 10m away.

As far as the information contained in the rays obtained
from a given register becomes quite similar, an array of
5x5 rays has been selected in each image in order to
reduce the amount of data an enable quick data processing.
The total set of (x,y,u,v,F) values from the selected rays in
each of the 169 images may then be measured and the rays
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propagated to the final plane in the same way as the ones
presented in fig.5.

The final results for the propagated data are presented as a
normalized illumination pattern both in the format of a
three-dimensional representation (fig.6) and as a
pseudocolor pattem where the results have been encoded
as an 8-bit grayscale in order to yield a c1earer image
interpretation (fig.7).
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Fig.6 Normalized illumination in the final planc:3D view

Fig.7 Normalized illumination in the final plane:
representation as an 8-bit grayscale

Obviously, fig,6 and fig.,7 are non-smooth figures,
yielding some abrupt changes in the final photometric
distribution which would not be observed in the present
system. This is a consequence of the low degree of
sampling used in the experiment, both in the positioning
of the diaphragm (there are 10° increments between
neighbouringimages) and in the ray density obtainedfrom
each image. However, the validity of the measuring
principie becomes demonstrated, as, except for sampling
defects which are easy to correct by simply rising the
number of data acquisition steps, the photometric
distributionon the final plane has been reconstructedon a
distant plane from simple measurements performed on a

goniometer. A low-cost and compact altemative tool for
light source testing without the presence of photometric
tunnels has demonstrated its feasibility.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A new method for light source evaluation without the need
of large installations, such as photometric tunnels, has
been proposed, and a test prototype allowing the validation
of the feasibility of the technique implemented.
The method is based on the measurement of a set of rays
outcoming from the light source under test. Measurements
are a combination of deflectometric techniques, where the
ray slope at given positions of rays emitted by the source
are obtained, and photometric techniques, where the
amount of energy present in each ray is obtained. This
yields a (x,y,u,v,F) data set for each ray, that allows a
propagation of the energy to the surface of interest.
Qualitative energetic distributions on aplane distant 10m
(simulating the photometric tunnels used in automotive
reflector testing) have been obtained, showing the
importance of the optimization of the sampling of the
system.

6. FUTUREWORK

As a presentation of a work in progress, there are many
importantpossibilitiesto followon and tum the qualitative
results obtained up to date into quantitative values, once
the measuring technique has been tested. Among other
possibilites,our futureworkwill. Calibrate the global setup, mainly the AfD and DIA

conversions of the involved electronics.. An optimized detector (such an on-chip CCD array)
will be implementedin the system. A calibration of
the gray level responseto a given flux stimuluswill be
performed.. The sampling density of the emitted field will be
optimized in order to enhance the final photometric
response. Theoretical studies on optimum sampling
densitieswill be performed.. A verification tool of the quantitative results obtained
will be developed in order to validate the final surface
energetic distributions.
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Abstraet- This article describes the current work to extend

tbeJava processor Java Silicon Machine (JSM) for usage in
embeddedsystems. The JSM is a JavaCard processor sup-
portingaU JavaCard bytecodes. The JSM is a fuUy synthe-
sizable32bit processor soft core with a very small footprint.
Tbecapability of it's integration in small embedded and
automation systems is outUned. Special target platform is
tbeSmartDev system which consists of a Java core inteñac-
iDgto a wide variety of peripherals. SmartDev is intended to
beused in mobile embedded systems for administrational,
controllingand measurement purposes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Smartcards, and hence lava Cards, are a special cate-
goryof mobileembeddedsystems.Due to that fact, the
JavaSiliconMachine (lSM) introducedhere meets the
requirementsof a wide range of embedded systerns. The
JSMbrings the following advantages to embedded appli-
cations:

Simplified application design and hence shorter de-
velopment cycles by the object oriented lava archi-
tecture,
Higher performance and lower resource require-
ments versus a NM,
Flexible and extensible design to natively integrate
new ti.mctionality(NM extensions, peripherals),
Lirnitedreal time support.

The lava architecture has been designed to ron its
bytecodein a virtual machine that uses the ti.mctionality
of the ooderlying operating system to manage hardware
likememory or peripherals. In the lSM, it is the task of
the processor to provide that functionality. New byte-
codeswere introduced to access the IO-Unit. That makes
it easyto extend the IO-Unit with new devices cornmonly
found in embedded systems like CAN

Applications

Java Class Library

JVM I NativeLibraries
Native Operating System

Processor / Peripherals

A: Software Java Architecture.
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controllers or UARTs. Fig. 1 shows a comparison of the
software and hardware lava architecture.

The lava Card specification does not require the pres-
ence of a garbage collector. The lack of garbage collec-
tion results in special constraints in application design
and makes the system real time capable. Rence, such
systems may be applied in time critical applications.

Furthennore a lava card virtual machine does neither
have a class loader nor a byte code verifier as online
parts, because of the lirnited hardware resources. These
ti.mctionsare executed oflline. Bytecode verification and
class loading are done outside the card prior to
downloading the applications (cardlets) to the card's
memory.

In the case of a lava Card that's not really a loss of
ti.mctionalitybecause the java card is designed with this
poor cornmunication capabilities. Usually, each data
transfer is a host initiated request-response sequence.

The situation changes if the lava Card VM is used in
embedded systems that may cornmunicate via field bus-
ses or even LANs. Rere, it could be desirable to load
external lava code into the local lava machine to get new
functionality or to interface to network services.

A wide spread embedded system architecture is that of
the Intel8051 8bit rnicro controller. It is applied to smart
cards as well as sensors or actuators. To make these leg-
acy systems lava capable the architecture is left 00-
changed and a NM is set on top of the embedded operat-
ing system. Doing so, often leads to a very poor perfonn-
ance of lava applications. To avoid that, the lSM could
be applied to systerns that have to offer both lava capa-
bility and high performance.

Furthennore, the extensibility of the lSM offers new
usage scenarios. Currently it is equipped with a DES en-
cryption unit and others are ooder development.

Applications

Java Class Library

JSM / Peripherals

B: Hardware Java Architecture.

Fig.l
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TABLE I

DIFFERENT HARDWARE SOLUTIONS FOR lAVAAND lAVA CARO VIRTUAL MACHINES

11. RECENT WORK
· Control-Unit (CU),
· ArithmeticLogicalUnit(ALU),
· MemoryManagementUnit(MMU),
· Stack,and
· Input/Output-Unit (IO-Unit) (see Fig. 3).

During the last years some work has been done in de-
veloping different kinds of lava processor cores. Table I
surnmarizes different hardware solutions for lava systems.

III. DESIGN OF lA VA CARO-PROCESSORS
lSM (lA VA SILICON MACHINE)

A./O-Unit

The lSM has a modular design (see Fig. 2). The lSM
processor architecture was designed to fulfill the demands
of different kinds of security applications (high security
design). One of the most valuable features is that the core
is extendable. Different types of external devices
may be combined with the core using a simple interface.
The processor consists ofthe following main modules (see
Fig.2).

The lSM was intended as a lavaCard processorwithtbe
capability to connect external devices and for the usein
embedded systems. The IO-Unit serves as an interface
between the processor and the corresponding IO-devices
which are not defined in the lava standard or canbeac.
cessed only by using an appropriate applicationprogram-
mers interface (API). Especially in a lavaCard environ.
ment the IO-Unit is necessary for the cornmunicationbe-
tween the card itself and the card reader. Furthermore,tbe
IO-Unit may be used to control additional hardwareto
accelerate internal computations (e.g. encryptionengine).
The interface for the attachment of external devicesis
shown in Fig. 3. Further details about structure,signals,
and components of the IO-Unit as well as an examplefor
the integration of an external device (12C-devíce)areex-
plained in [3, 7].

IV. SMARTDEV(ICES)

SmartDev [8] is a lava enabled embedded platformwith
numerous cornmunication facilities and interfaces to wire.

less and biometric technologies, positioning and security
systems. It's mainly intended to be used in mobile systems
and in stationary systems that require wireless accessanda
high level of security. SmartDev application scenarios
range frorn mobile points of sales (POS) vía access control

Fig. 2 Design of the JSM-processor
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systemsto almost any remotely accessible control an
measurementsystem.

Currently, SmartDev works with GSM wireless com-
municationhaving the possibilities to exchange data over
TCPIIP,SMS, FAX or simple serial connection. It's
equippedwith a smart card reader offering the use as POS

I oraccess controlIer. An enhancement of the security fea-
turesis the attachmentof biometricsensors.The interface

I fora fingerprintsensor is currentlyunder development.
Furthermore,it has a GPS unit attached that is mainly in-
tendedto be usedto get positioninginformationin mobile
devices.A side effect of tbe GPS usage is tbe presence of
accuratetime information that may be used in securing
datatransfers.

The whole system is currently built around the TINI
(TinyINternet Interface) [6], a low cost Java capable em-
beddedsystem from DalIas Semiconductor. TINl's core is
aDS80C390[5], which represents a high performance
InteI8051-derivate.Tbe TINI module itself provides
lOBaseTEthernet,I2C, CAN, RS232, I-Wire and a 4bit

, widedigital control port. Keyboard and display may be
t attachedvia I2C. These features make it suitable to be in-
tegratedin a broad range of systems to act as administra-
tion,control,or measurementinterface(Fig.4)

Thearchitecture of tbe TINI module corresponds to that
shownin Fig. lA. On top of it's native operatingsystem
(TINIOS) work one or more NMs. A NM runs the byte-
codedirectly out of tbe file system tbat lies in the battery
backed RAM. Class loading and verification is
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the application's needs. That has the effect that the class
library may directly operate on top of the hardware (no
drivers or native libraries are needed). Performance and
reliability are improved because of tbe reduction of tbe
numbers of software layers. Furthermore, the overalI size
of the system is reduced because external components may
now be integrated.

Currently, the replacement of the TINI module by tbe
JSM is under development. In the first step of this process
tbe JSM core is extended by external components to pro

Fig. 4 SmartDev built around the TINI module

vide the functionality tbat's not available on chip. Most
important are serial cornmunication lines to interface to
GSM, GPS, card reader, and fingerprint sensor. For an
easy integration into the target environment LAN and
CAN interfaces are necessary. In the second step alI tbese
peripherals wilI be put on tbe JSM chip making tbe system
compact and smaIl and hence applicable to almost any
target device.

VI. FUTURE WORK

Witb tbe ongoing developments in the field of ubiqui-
tous computing tbe demand for high performant embedded
Java systems wiIl increase significantly. They'll drive de-
vices like PDAs, ceIl-pbones, smart badges, as welI as
automation appliances. The functionality of the JavaCard
VM is not suited to meet aIl tbese devices' needs. That's
wby, the JSM development wilI go on to provide Java1.1
compatibility and features like garbage collection, dy-
namic class loading, and bytecode verification. On top of
tbese developments the new JSM-powered SmartDev ar-
chitecture wilI be enabled to work in Jini [14] environ-
ments.
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